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TITS ATTITUDE OE MANITOBA HIC-H SCHOOL
PRINCIPALS TOWARD PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Aubrey C. Ferris, Master of Science

The thesis here abstracted was written under the direction
of Walter C. Koenig and approved by John L. Quaday and Allen IT.
Sturges as members of the examining committee, of which Mr.
Koenig was chairman.

The purpose of this study was to discover the attitude toward
physical education of the one-hundred Manitoba principals of high
schools with enrollments over one hundred and fifty.
For the basis of evaluation, the Wear Attitude Inventory was
incorporated into a questionnaire, to which ninety-one principals
responded.
Comparisons between different groups of principals to determine
attitude differences were also made.

These comparisons were made

between: Older and younger principals; principals of schools with
small enrollment (less than

300) and principals of schools with-

larger enrollment; principals with different educational preparation;
principals who engaged in personal recreational sports activities
and principals who indicated they did not -participate in them;
supervisors and non-supervisors; and principals of schools which had
a longer class time for physical education and principals of schools
with a shorter class time.
AS an entire group, the principals had a favorable attitude
toward physical education, but the attitude was not highly favorable.
No statistically significant attitude differences were found between
the different comparison groups.
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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study was to discover the attitude toward
physical education of the one-hundred Manitoba principals of high
schools with enrollments over one hundred and fifty.
For the basis of evaluation, the Wear Attitude Inventory was
incorporated into a questionnaire, to which ninety-one principals
responded.
Comparisons between different groups of principals to determine
attitude differences were also made.

These comparisons were made

between: Older and younger principals; principals of schools with
small enrollment (less than 300) and principals of schools with
larger enrollment; principals with different educational preparation;
principals who engaged in personal recreational sports activities
and principals who indicated they did not participate in then;
supervisors and non-supervisors; and principals of schools which had
a longer class time for physical education and principals of schools
with a shorter class time.
As an entire group, the principals had a favorable attitude
toward physical education, but the attitude was not highly favorable.
No statistically significant attitude differences were found between
the different comparison groups.
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CHAPTER I

THE PROBLEM AND ITS SCOPE

The Problem
The purposes of this study were to determine the attitudes of
Manitoba high school principals toward physical education, to discover
some factors which might influence their attitudes, and to discover
*
some influences their attitudes might have on the physical education
activity programs in their schools.
The first specific purnose of this study was concerned with the
attitudes of all the principals as a group.
Succeeding»parts were concerned with such factors as:
1.

Attitude differences between older and younger principals.

2.

Attitude differences between principals with different

educational preparation.
3.

Attitude differences between principals of schools with

small enrollments and schools with larger enrollments.
H.

Attitude differences between supervising and non-suoervising

principals.
E>.

Attitude differences of principals who engaged in some per

sonal recreation in comparison to principals who indicated they did
not participate in personal recreation related to physical education
sports activities*

2

6. Attitude differences between principals of schools which
had a longer class time for physical education and principals of
schools which had a shorter class time for physical education.
Need for the Study
Physical education is in constant communication with some ad
ministrative persons in the school.
with the principal.

This communication is usually

The principal is quite possibly the administrator

who supervises the physical educator and his programs, draws up the
schedule and time allotment for physical education and assigns
students to the classes.

He also may assign or provide areas, sup

plies, and equipment to make experience productive and pleasurable,
makes, or helps make, physical education administrative rulings, and
selection of competent leadership during the process of learning.
Hypotheses
Past experience and a review of the literature on attitude to
ward physical education has given rise to the following hypotheses:
1.

As a group, Manitoba high school principals are believed to

ve a favorable attitude toward physical education, but the attitude
will not be highly favorable.
2.

Younger principals are believed to have a more favorable

altitude toward physical education.
3.

The greater the principals’ educational level the more

favorable their attitudes will be in comparison with principals with
a lower educational level.
U.

Principals of larger school enrollments are believed to have
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method was considered the most logical procedure to follow in
securing the information desired in this study.
Definitions
"An attitude is a tendency to react favorably or unfavorably
toward persons, objects or situations."

2

The Hear Attitude Inventory was developed originally, in 19?1,
and validated with college men; a reliability of .96 was obtained.
Wear stated, "The Inventory will place individuals in rank order re
garding the intensity of attitude toward Physical Education and will
indicate the direction of shifts in intensity of individual and group
attitudes.

3

The Questionnaire was the form used incorporating the Inventory
and other identifying information (See Appendix A).
Review of Related Literature and Research
The literature and research reviewed for this study has been
divided into three sections.

The first section is concerned with

altitude definition; the second, with attitude aspects and effect
on behavior; the third section deals with related attitude studies.
Attitude Definition
Schneider's comment that "attitudes, like interests, are2
3

2
S.S. Sargent, Social Psychology (New York: The Ronald Press
Company, 19!?0) p. £2 .

3

Carlos L. Wear, "The Construction and Application of an In
strument for the Evaluation of Attitude Toward Physical Education as
an Activity Course" (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, State University
of Iowa, 19!i>0) p. 3U.
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"object or issue."

o

Sargents! definition (which this writer used) encompassed
most definitions by stating that "an attitude is considered a
tendency to react favorable or unfavorable toward persons, objects,
or situations," 1^
Attitude Aspects and Affects on Behavior
Various aspects of attitudes have been described by psychologists
and others.
Allport divided or classified attitudes by stating that
"ordinarily, attitudes are favorable or unfavorable, well-disposed
or ill-disposed, they lead one to approach or withdraw, to affirm or
, ..11
negate,"
Schneiders said that attitudes "... are variously related to
interests, traits, opinions, beliefs, and prejudices."

12

Murphy

followed the same thought even more concretely, "...they remind
us directly of values; indeed the more closely they are regarded,
the more difficult it is to find any essential differences between

9
Thomas H. Briggs, Secondary Education (Hew York: MacMillian
Company, 1933) p. 2l\$.
10

Sargent, op, cit.

11

Gordon ¥. Allport, Personality (Hew York: Henry Holt and
Company, 1937) p. 29U#

12

Scnneuders, on. cit.

7

attitude and values."

*1*3

I-lead makes the various aspects of attitude even more en
compassing by saying that "onefs beliefs, opinions, hates, pre
judices, loves, likes, dislikes, preferences, tastes, and dislikes
arc all attitudes."'^
Kavighurst lists the following ways in which attitudes are
formed:
1.

By imitation of people with prestige in the
eyes of the learner.

2.

By collection and combinations of unpleasant
experiences associated with a given object or
situation.”£

Host writers stated that attitudes arc acquired by learning
and they do not exist due to hereditary factors.

Dobra was one who

agreed: "There is nothing in attitudes -that is not acquired."

16

A good deal of importance was given to attitudes and their
affect on behavior.
Briggs said:
The;'- condition the acquiring and retention of knowledge;
they influence its interpretation, they stimulate to
the seeking of more knowledge of the same kind or

Gardner J-Turphy, Personality, A Bisocial Approach To Origin
and Structure (llew York: Harper Brothers, 19U7) p. 286.
ill

A.R. Head,"Attitudes and Education: A Limited Statement",
Education, Volume 8Li (March 196)4.) p. I4.28.
'"'Robert J. Kavighurst, Human Development and Education (New
York: Longmans, Green and Company, 19p3) p’. l;0.
^°Dobra, on. cit.

8

effectually turn from it; they stimulate to action;
they largely -determine what shall be done with
knowledge, organized or in isolated units.1 ?
...They dominate, mostly 'unconsciously, the thinking
and the action of the individual in all the more fixed
or recurring social situations from the early years on.
They come into action prior to thought and often act
selectively in determining what is admitted to con
sciousness. They affect the judgements and motivate
acceptable and required contacts
According to Allport: "Attitudes determine for each individ
ual what he will see and hear, what he will think, and what he

1o
will do." '
Thurstone stated that "attitudes denote the sum total of man’s
inclinations, ideas, fears, threats, and convictions about any
specific topic."

20

'

Dobra concurred that attitude affects behavior by saying that
"there is a fairly general agreement among writers that attitudes
are true indicators of behavior.

An attitude will, in general, be

21

followed by a type of activity indicated in the attitude."'
Related Attitude Studies

There had been numerous studies of attitude in other areas.

17-r, •
Briggs, op. cit.

18

‘ Joyce 0. Hertzler, Society In Action (New York: The Dryden
Press, 19pU) p. 323.
19

Gordon U. Allport, Handbook of Social Psychology (Dorchester,
Nassachusettes: Clark University Press, 1935) p. bC6«

20

L.L. Thurstone, The Measurement of Attitudes (Chicago: The
University of Chicago Press, 1937) P*'^

21

Dobra, op. cit., p.

9

In the field of attitude toward physical education some studies
had been done dealing with all levels of students.

The writer

could find no studies,, however, vhJ.ch were directly related to
the attitude of principals toward physical education, either in
the United States or Canada.

In a more favorable relation

though, was the fact that a great many of the attitude studies
in physical education used the Hear Attitude Inventory or ad
aptations of it.

Further explar.au .or. of she Inventory is out

lined in subsequent chapters of

22
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Patricia H. Demsey, "The Relationship Between Intelll
.d .... Htudes Toward Physical Education," (unpublished Haste,
.esi._ Illinois State Normal University, 1937).

th
.ar

"argaret Bell, Etta Halters and staff, "Attitudes c
adversity of Michigan Tor:ard Physical Education," I
'Y j Volume 2k (December '933).

10

Nelson^4found differences in attitude between high school
boys talcing ROTC and those taking physical education.

Those who

took physical education had a more favorable attitude toward
competition, games, and athletics.
Allerdice,

25

studying eighth and ninth i grade girls, found

that the twenty girls with the most positive attitude had a
higher degree of physical fitness than the twenty girls with the
most negative attitude.

However, studying the whole group of

two-hundred and seven girls, she did not find any substantial
relationship between attitude toward physical education and degree
of physical fitness.

?6

Broer and Holland, ' in their investigation involving college
women, concluded that lack of success, class size, and individual
attention to students in class were all important factors in*
fluencing attitudes toward physical education.
27
Casady,

in his study of the affects of lecture presented

'g .A. Nelson, "Personalit?/ and Attitude Differences Associated
With the Elective Substitution of ROTC for the Physical Education
Requirement in High School, Research Quarterly, Volume 19 (March I9I48).
25
Mary Ellen Allerdice, "The Relationship Between Attitude
Toward Physical Education and Physical Fitness Scores and Sociometric
Status (unpublished Master’s thesis, State University of Iowa, 1963).
Marion R. Broer and Dolly Holland, "Physical Education Interests
and Needs of University of Washington Women In Service Classes,"
Research Quarterly, Volume 25 (December 195U) p. 337.
27

Donald R. Casady, "The Effect of Lectures Presented in a Re
quired Physical Education Program" (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation,
State University of Iowa, 1959) p. 183*

11

to students in physical education in the required program,
brought forth the point that students with a background in physical
education and sports have a more positive attitude than those with
no background in it.
The Cross' study, of nine-hundred and thirty eight freshmen
students at the University of Oregon, showed results similiar to
those of Squires

29

: Athletes and students from schools with en

rollments less than three hundred tended to reflect a more favor
able attitude toward physical education than those students from
schools with higher enrollments.
Moore

30
investigated attitudes of college women toward physical

activity as a means of recreation.

She reported a highly favorable

attitude toward activity but that the three prominent reasons for
not spending more time in physical recreation were lack of time,
lack of play companions, and outside work.
31
Ideyensteuber, in a study of school administrators, found

John A. Cross, "Attitudes Toward Physical Education of Male
Students Entering the University of Oregon"(unpublished Master’s thesis,
University of Oregon, 1961;) p. 32,
29

John Y. Squires, "Factors Influencing Attitudes of High School
Boys Toward Physical Education" (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation,
Springfield College, 1936) p, 72.
30

Beverly Young Moore, "The Attitude of College Women Toward
Physical Activity as a Means of Recreation," Research Quarterly,
Volume 12 (December 19Ul) pp. 720-23.
^ Carl J. Ideyensteuber, "Attitudes and Behaviors of C-roup of
School Administrators," (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, University
of Wisconsin, 1936) pp. 383-386.

12

that people differed significantly in attitudes and behaviors
with respect to a number of variables.
1.
2.
3.

h.

Some of these were:

The number of years of experience in administration.
The pattern of educational preparation.
The age level.
The size of school in which experience was
achieved.

On the basis of his investigation ICLeyensteuber identified,
in addition to his conclusion, the following implication of his
research:
1.
2.
3.
U.

Educators as individuals are subject to many
influences.
The objectives of education are interpreted
differently by different educators.
Correlation of attitudes of the educators with
their behaviors is consistently positive.
Variation in attitude and behaviors between
groups of administrators is consistently
greater than for grouns of teachers.
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The selection was ban :. on the following

by Wear:
The validity of this instrument rests largely
However, some statistic
evidence is given in support of the validity.
Efforts were made to secure a valid instrument
by the following means: (a)'the attitude object
was defined and an attempt t..s made to give the
key concept (physical ^duc . >n) approximately
the same meaning for -1 subjects, (b) The
customary method use
_n val: dating educational
.chievement, a wide s_. -plim
accepted
bjectives, was employed.
dements were prc
,ed which were intended
,.p attitudes
toward the commonly accept
bjectives of
the extent to
..vsical education and tow:
they are usuall" ac’
-cl. (c) A
:ddely accepted
which has been at'

on logical foundations*

...

and used by psychologists and sociologists was
employed, (d) An attempt was made to construct
the statements in such a manner that they would
be clear and unambiguous, (e) Statements which
ranked highest in power to differentiate be
tween extreme groups, as determined by total
scores on the instrument were retained in a
short form of the instrument, (f) Scores were
compared with results obtained from the use
of a graphic self-rating scale, (g) Personal
data were secured from each individual re
garding some of his past experiences with
physical education and athletics which might
presumably affect or reflect attitude to
ward physical education.
Relationships existing between scores
made on the evaluative instrument and scores
made on these personal questions were studied.
The power of the instrument to differeniate
between opposing groups as determined by
answers to these questions were also in
vestigated. 1
Statistical Treatment
The Inventory contained forty statements to which the subject
was asked to respond by placing an "X" under the word, or words,
which best corresponded to his feelings about the numbered state
ments.

Five possibilities were offered: strongly agree, agree,

undecided, disagree, strongly disagree.
Scoring was carried out as described by Likert.

2

The pro

cedure is as follows:
1.

In favorable statements: "strongly agree" scored five

1

Carlos L. Wear, "The Evaluation of Attitude Toward Physical
Education as an Activity Program," Research Quarterly, Volume 22
(March 1951) pp. llU-115.

2
R. Likert, "A Technique for the Measurement of Attitudes,"
Archives of Psychology, Volume 22 (1932) pp. 5-33.

points, "agree”— four points, "undecided”— three points, "dis
agree"— two points, "strongly disagree"— one point.
2.

In unfavorable statements the scoring was reversed so

that a "strongly disagree" response earned five points, "dis
agree"— four points, "undecided"— three points, "agree"— two
points, and "strongly agree”— one point.
This scoring scale allowed for a maximum of two hundred to
reflect a highly favorable attitude toward physical education,
while a principal with a highly unfavorable attitude could score
as few as forty points.

If a principal adopted a neutral

position in response to the Inventory, and answered all state
ments by marking in the "undecided" column, he would score one
hundred and twenty points.
A scoring key was prepared and all response sheets marked in
accordance with this key.

Scored sheets were then grouped in

criteria-groupings as outlined in Chapter I.

Group means were

computed and comparisons between criteria-groups made.
The differences between group means were tested for significance by using the critical (t) ratio test.'"

The .01 level

of confidence was accepted by the investigator in all statistical
comparisons.

3

Henry E. Garrett, Statistics in Psychology and Education,
3>th ed. (New York: Longmans, Green and Company, IvS'o) pp. loo~19U.

CHAPTER III

Analysis of Data

The purposes of the testing in this study were to:
1.

Discover the attitudes of Manitoba high school principals

toward physical education.
2.

Discover attitude differences between older and younger

principals.
3.

Discover attitude differences between principals with

different educational preparation.
U.

Discover attitude differences between principals of

schools with small enrollment and principals of schools with larger
enrollment.
3.

Discover attitude differences between supervising prin

cipals and non-supervising principals.

6 . Discover attitude differences between principals who spend
some time participating in recreational sports and principals who
spend no time at all in this activity.
7.

Discover attitude differences between principals whose

schools have a shorter class period of physical education.
Each questionnaire was assigned a score using the Likert method

16

17

of evaluation."*

The individual scores for each group were then

punched onto computer cards.

Using a 1620 I.B.M. comnuter, means

and standard deviations for each group were calculated.

Further

statistical calculations were made, using these data, to determine
a critical (t) ratio.

It had been decided to use the critical (t)

ratio of the actual difference between means and the standard
error of the difference betxxeen means.

When these "t" values were

determined, this writer checked them with a table of "t" from
Garrett,

2

to ascertain whether the results were statistically

significant.
Over-all Attitude of Principals
As an entire group, Manitoba high school principals had a
mean attitude score of 160.582'with a standard deviation of 12.81U.
Five principals (5*U7 per cent) scored in the highly favorable
«
rating (raw scores from 180 to 200). Forty-five principals (U9.12
per cent) scored in the favorable rating (raw scores from
179).

160 to

Thirty-six principals (39.55 per cent) scored in the

slightly favorable rating (raw scores from lUO to 159).

Four

principals (U.Uh per cent) scored in the slightly unfavorable rating
(raw scores from 120 to 139).

One principal (1.09 per cent)

scored in the unfavorable rating (raw scores from 60 to 119).

No

1

R. Likert, "A Technique for the Measurement of Attitudes,”
Archives of Psychology,Volume 22, 1932, pp. 5-33.

2

Henry E. Garrett, Statistics in Psycology and Education, 5th ed.
(New York: Longmans, Green and Comp any, l958j p. hU9.

inc

scored in the highly u: avorable rating (raw scores

om L' vo r>9)*

TABLE I
OVER-ALL ATTITAE OF PRINCIPALS

Over- all M •-*l a xde

__

:" F-

Raw Score Equivalents

T'cl0X 0

Favor bit

No. of Principal,s

Percentage

180-200

u,

3X7

160-179

U3

1*9.12

36

39.33

Sli '-: •iy

■rorable

1UO-139

ci-■

favorable

120-139

1-

U.V

60-119

1jl

l.C

ho -39

0

o .c

-j

Air"
--b

Ur vorable
n _.. *

9.6?
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RESULTS OF ATT:ITUDE COMPARISONS

and Younger Principals
Comparison of Older .
..a group (11=22) of principals who graduated from high S'chool
A016*0 193.3 had a mean score of
-• 13.5 66*
-chool
.atio.
070 grt

rears

139*136 with a standard deviation

The group (11=69) of principals who graduated from high
■ 1933 had a mean score of

. _2* 7U9.

161 X 63 with a standard de-

The actual difference between means . t bna

-as 2„329.

The at. bard error of the differerc

^ two groups was 3 J l 6.

The "t" value resulting

h . Teen

19

the relationship of the actual difference between the means of
the two groups and the standard error of the difference between
the means was „lNL6. With

90 degrees of freedom, this "h” value

indicated no significant differ?;",e between the two groups.

COMPARISON OF ATTITUT1 BEIN':..,:' PRINCIPALS
WHO GRADUATED F IN
noosT
Tr v—/ XX -----

n T7
. . .liii ..

COL BEFORE

x-DP—'
x.—. - —r. . .. ■•■ TJTJO ; . IDUATID I N
OPx

N 'Z P

19 ; ■

uxix,

ROUP
.or.

-■'35

159.136

13.966

2.N.3
2.329

oi .dter 1935

-''•V ) f■rJ -9r
.ox .dor) l c

3.51:

67's

v-

Comparison with Resnect to Educational Preparation
'he group (N=21 ) which had a maximum. educational degree of
.chelor • of Arts had a mean score of 161.6 with a standard
.via. ,on of 8*952.
ati
l60.pl

The group (IT—70) which had a minimum ed-

..1 degree of Bachelor ox Education had a mean score of
trith a standard deviation of 13.870.

erence between the means of the two groups was
standard error of the difference between means

The actual diff
286.

The

f the two group

Ihe ./*0" V clLCLG r'Jo .•-

2. f990

the relationship of the

.3 of G00 C*.10 groups and the

GUcL.. ■:.l.fference between the msa

etwee 0 T/-io

and.: a error of the CCl -00.O lO0
:h

9:

rees of f_ w'«-<vXO*ri^ Ox-...--

55.
...

t" vl

■ o_;

’ic-o.v differenc.es -JvhoTv000 00.0 ewo
*,px -? 3
comparison

0? if . n r .3 BE .

.. p.

R I N C IPALS
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BACHELOR.0 ? A R T S Air:

pri

?TT ft
:- '"hLS T>rr‘
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DUi
01 :-OSS

M

STD

l6l*6

8.952

y.’
p.Y1•

TIC

It

Diff

jt».o

.,002
1.286

d o. ..rare

160011

13070

1*658

0 9 5 — not signifies.::.' at .01 level of confidence

Comparison of Principals Attitudes
With fifferent School Enrollments
r.cipals of schools with enrollment less than thr _
;=!>■

.ad a mean -core of 159*833 with a standard devia ion oi
Principal.:
i a me;

'1

~-J « 6.,

ed

actnaj

-f schools
.■v: of V

„th enrollments over th

-ad

4 with a standard deviatro::
twee ■ the means of the two

•ups

si^rci- _
_he standard erroi
groups was

2*£99.

the

_fference between the means

"tt; value resulting from the

j. ...ate.;„.hip of the actual c

nee

; eon the means of the

two g- OVl

of t

difference between the

me,ns

uHO. "bilG

: the two groups was *5ol.

Wi‘ . : I degrees of freedom,

value indicated no signi:ALcani difference betwee• the

t: Is

- o gr OV.p v

•

14,
.t

coin
ith

o?

a t t i t :D 3

;r.iGLircNT

o?

d DUP
ier

159.833

: HDi d ::fo

uni: ‘

s c h o o l s tiith

3.

C'.'"1 FEE h ,/i_s o?

■

schools

i t :; p r i n c i p a l s

3 HUNDRED

.IT

STD

SI.

15.913

2 .3d

Diff.

SE

1.391

2.758

161 .22U

10 .c .3
1.521
•5t- -rot significant at .01 level of confidence

v■r

Comparison of Attitude of Supervising Principals
With Non-Supervising Principals
Supervising principals (N=55>) had a mean score of 162.309
with a standard deviation of 13.391.
(11—33'

Non-supervising principa*

ad a mean score of 157.575 with a standard deviation o.

11.65

She actual d.i

h

The stanch.

ie between the means of the two g r r ; j
u,

or of the differ m e between the

LL-Z'

-3
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of the two groups was 2,715.

The "t" value resulting from the

relationship of the actual difference between the means of the
two groups and the standard error of the difference between the
means of the two groups was

1 .7l(lu With 87 degrees of freedom,

this ,!t!I value indicated no significant difference between the
two groups.

TABLE 5

COMPARISON 0? ATTITUDE IE SUPERVISING PRINCIPALS
WITH NON-STIPE' "

C-ROUP

IE

Supervisors

',o0y

ENG ' WI"BIPALE

: .0

SE,,

E ,391

l» 80o

Diff.

Eo diff.

U..
Non-sc .
t- 1...

137,575

11,6.7

.or significant at- ,CI

.eve!

.5

, 2.027
' Confidence-

;o"''-oarison of Attitude of Principals of Schools
With a Haramum of Seventy-Nine i-anutes Per
Week for Physical Education with Principals of
Schools with a Kinim'ixm of Eighty Hinutes
Per Week
.cipals of schools which offered up to a maximum of se. ne

.tes per week for physical education (N=37) had a mean

scor•••

I:.50*222 with. a standard deviation of 12.213.

sc.

Principa

which offered at ie~.,t eighty minutes per week for

ity~

3

an Zjvj- — 'O *-£> 160.981 with

mure

and

3 me
0c
v„*
owe

.••- a e

.1 difference between

Ox uxlO.C'fJvJ >^25*0ups ,jw.v * .59.

.0 standard error of

,i;v*iituicn G— 13®
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resulting from the r

[is two groups was 2.72'
ic

the means of the two p.v v 3 :

■.. ..n* ap.

JL\.

-ho standard erroi

'.i c: Florence between means of the two groups was .279.
dc

T

"lith

e, 0 of freedom, this "t" value indicated no significant

.'fercr.ces between the two groups.
m
x.a b l : o

COMPARISON OF ATTITUDE 0 PET'
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0 C7
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PEE ■ EEK

..HUP

M

STD

SE..
ri

icocimum of 79 minutes

160.222

12.213

2.036

160.981
13.353
1.817
.279— not significant at .01 level of confidence
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2.715
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iu.i.iVj o jC;.':0 fO
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standard deviation cf In ,.181

score c;
:.nc:..pels

rRational Snorts

1

L.^.. ci

V._l 1

,a a
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the differ elite between means c.

.■ "O'.■ro pro'
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1
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.
bH ^-> Jone
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oup . and ■
tb ; two |

ups was ,927*

tilth

77 icjrees of freedom, ills

•1 v. . ae
re i
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:
no significant difference between the two
■OUp;

[■ABLE 7
COMPARISON 0? ATTITUDES OF PRINCIPALS
’■NO SPEND NO TIME PARTICIPATING IN RECREATIONAL SPORTS

■ROUP

M

STD

CO

iriTH PRINCIPALS WHO SPEND SOME TIME IN SUCH ACTIVITY

h Tir,if
arson;:L.J‘Recreation

199.810

19-181

2.196

Some r re_for

orso:

..
recreation

l6 ?.;r08

10.898

Diff.

3e diff

2.799

.018

nC<
i*wO

— not signif:LC3.Ii"o - »01 level of cor. ridence
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Comparison of Attitude of Principals Who
'ad Participated in Varsity/ Snorts With
Principals Who Hid Hot Participated
In Varsity Snorts
rincipals who h. : p
had
Prinf
: -d

—

te

"car, score of f50„5l *:l‘
f

■Ls who had

in varsity sports (il=li9)

st -..sard deviation of lit.88,

c . >articir ,ed :... . pit;/ sports (N"33>)

score

a s

d deviation of I0.k8k.

. difference between tne means of phe two groups was
25

f t
la
o
an

-0 standard error of the difference between the means
two groups was 2,768.

The "t:! value resulting from the

onship of the actual diff .ence between the means of i o
.... and the standard errc

of the difference between the

With 8l degree; of freedom, this "t" value

«03l.

-die •• l no significant differences between the two groups.
TABLE 8
COMPARISON OF ATTITUDE OF PRINCIPALS WHO
HAD PARTICIPATED IN VARSITY SPORTS WITH
PRINCIPALS YIC HAD NOT PARTICIPATED
IN V
■gou?

.rtlcinated

Not ?. .icipated

N Y SPORTS

M

STD

SE^

l60.5l

Ik.88

2 .1 2 6

160.285

10.lt.8k

1.772

t- .081— not-srgnixicant~at 70l level 7f—confidence

Diff

3E diff.

.225

i.768
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The statistical procedure used in obtaining the "t"
values along -with the actual statistical work is presented
in Appendix B.

CHAPTER IV

DISCUSSION

This writer had been greatly disturbed with the many problems
which existed in the physical education programs of Manitoba high
schools.

The task of alleviating the problems which exist could

be greatly eased, or possibly eliminated, if the principals of the
high schools had a favorable attitude toward physical education.
With at least forty-five per cent of the principals having att
itude ratings toward physical education of slightly favorable,
slightly unfavorable, or unfavorable (see Table 1), this problem
solving task will not be an easy one.

On the other hand, with

almost fifty-five per cent of the principals having a more favor
able attitude the problem solving attempts should not be dis
couraged or dropped.
Although no statistical significance was found in the various
attitude comparisons made, this writer believes several points
brought to light are worthy of mention.
Twenty per cent of the principals had not been enrolled in
any college of education.

The main possible reason for such a

situation may be the large number of rural or small community
high schools which probably found it difficult to obtain the more
highly qualified educators.
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Fourteen per cent of the principals had attended a university
other than the University of Manitoba but only four had not attend
ed the University of Manitoba at one time or another.

Even though

the University of Manitoba may be an exceptionally good institution,
this -writer believes tnat such a situation trill have a negative
effect on educational progress.

Universities are a great force in

the development and passing down of educational ideas and changes,
and therefore are initiators of progress.

With more distributors

of educational thought there would probably also be more variety
available to the consumer.

With more variety available, the con

sumer will be more likely to choose the one best for his situation.
Quite possibly the reason why there are not- more principals, who
attended other universities is the lack of reciprocal benefits,
such as experience pay and pensions, among the provinces.
Although no statistical significance was found between the
selected time allotment groups, an important problem did come to
light.

The average time allotment for physical education in the

ninety-one high schools was only seventy-five minutes, divided over
two periods per week.

Jacobson, Reavis and Logsdon stated:

"Despite the fact that there is little objective evidence of the
optimum time allotment for physical education, principals and
leaders generally favor a daily period of approximately one hour."'*
Quite apparently the principals surveyed in this study would

1
Paul B. Jacobson, William C. Reavis, and James D. Logsdon, The
Effective School Principal (2d. ed. rev.; Englewood Cliffs: PrenticeKail Inc., 1963} p. 203.
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disagree with this preceding quotation, as almost fifty per cent
of the respondents agreed with the following statement from the
Inventory— "There should not he over two one-hour periods per
week devoted to physical education in schools." (question 2 k ,
Appendix A).

Most physical educators will realize that any

attempt to reach their program objectives will be seriously re
tarded if they are forced to work under such conditions as two,
thirty-seven and one-half minute periods per week.
This writer does believe, however, that many of the weak
points and problems of Manitoba high school physical education
programs -trill be solved, or eased, and the principals attitudes
will grow more favorable, as more and more professional physical
educators enter the Manitoba high schools.

CHAPTER V

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Summary
The one-hundred principals of Manitoba high schools, with
enrollments of over one-hundred and fifty, were surveyed and
tested to determine their attitudes toward physical education.
The measuring device was the Hear Attitude Inventory,

The survey

responses were analyzed for the following purposes.
1,

To determine the principals’ group attitude toward

physical education,
2,

To determine attitude differences between older and

younger principals,
3,

To determine attitude differences between principals

with different educational preparation,
U.

To determine attitude differences between principals

of schools with small enrollments and principals of schools
with larger enrollments.
3.

To determine attitude differences between supervising

and non-supervising principals.
6.

To determine attitude differences betwe.en principals

who engaged in some recreational sports and principals who
indicated they did not participate in recreational sports
activities.
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7.

To determine attitude differences between principals

of schools which had longer class time for physical education
and principals of schools which had a shorter class time for
\

physical education.
The critical (t) ratio test was used to determine the sig
nificance of the comparisons.

The 0.01 level of confidence was

established as the acceptable point of significance on the Table
of t.
Conclusions
The results of this study indicated that:
1.

As a group, Manitoba high school principals had a

favorable attitude toward physical education, but the attitude
was not highly favorable.
2.

Mo Manitoba high school principal had a highly tin-

favorable attitude toward physical education while five did
have a highly favorable attitude,
3.

Mo significant attitude difference was found between

older and younger principals.
Ii,

Mo significant attitude difference was found between

principals with different educational preparation.
3.

Mo significant attitude difference was found between

principals of schools with small enrollment and principals of
schools with larger enrollments.
6,

Mo significant attitude difference was found between

supervising and non-supervising principals.

/
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7.

No significant attitude difference was found between

principals who engaged in some recreational sports activities
and principals who indicated they did not participate.
8.

No significant attitude difference was found between

principals of schools which had a longer class time for
physical education and principals of schools which had a
shorter class time for physical education.

Recommendations
1.

A similar study should be made in a few years to

discover if the attitudes toward physical education have changed.
2.

A comparison study of the physical education programs

of schools with principals highly favorable toward physical
education and programs of schools which have principals with
the least favorable attitudes should be made.
3.

A study should be made to discover why Manitoba high

schools have such short physical education class time and
what possible corrective measures could be taken.
U.

The Manitoba Department of Education should re-evaluate

its present teacher classification of physical education majors
who graduate from United States of America colleges and
universities.
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DIRECTIONS

3 read carefully,

1

: you find forty statements about

vacation as a high school subject. We would like
'.'eel about these statements.

No reference is intena

enow
an
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any of the statements to interscholastic or intramural athletics.
You are ashed to consider physical education only from the stand
point of its place as an act_

..." course or activity subject

taught as part of the regular-

ool program.

widely in the way that they

ibo\

People differ

each statement.

There are

no right or m-ong ario crs. lor,, rve beer, provided with a separate
an.suer sheet for recording your answers to each statement.
(l) lead each statement carefully,
(.:' go to the answer sheet, and
'3) to the right of each ... her which corresponds to the
number of the stateru-.e place an "X" in the square which
is under the word (or words' which best expresses your
feeling about the statement.
After you read each statement you rill know at once, in most

cases, whether you agree or dis; rec with each statement.
state.,

t No. 1, for example.

?: .-:e

1 you agree, then decide -

:o place an "X" under "strongly agree" or under "agree" opposite
io. 1.

If you disagree, decide whether to place an "X" under

disagree” or under "strongly disagree".

In

case you are un~

ceicha (or neutral) concerning your feeling about the statement,
hen p ..co an "X" under "undecided".
'«•d d.

not interested in connecting any person with any
ill not do so without first obtaining written persure to answer every statement.

ANSWER SHEET IJ
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orou: physical activity works off harmful emotional tensions
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* ady

.v.d engaging in phys: cal

.cation class could be :core profitable spent in other

s.

I were a student I irevfA only take physical educate

it

.eve required.
r irticipation in physical education activities tends to males
one a more socially desirable person.
Participation in physical education makes no contribution to
the development of poise.
Physical education

.r, my

-o' ool may not be receiving

he

cation it d;
.ause physical skills 1.:

lar

in importances in yc

it

i essential that a perscr

helped to acquire and improve

such skills.

oical education classes are poor in opportunities for
erthwhile social experiences.
C listhcnics taken regularly are good lor ones general health,
A student would ho better oil emotionally if he did .ot partlio3.L/G in physical aci.ca01 o...*
Skill in active games or sports is not necessary for sad r.g
the fullest kind of life.
S.-j is possj-Olc uO naico physical education a valuable sub.

t

by proper selection of activities,
P/ sisal education doec ..ore harm physically then goo1.
D

loping a physical skill "brings mental relaxation and rsiiei
-■elating with others in sene physical education aotivi

_s

IV...

Physical education classes provide nothing of value outside of
CJ-cLS S 9

Physical education classes provide situations for the formation
of attitudes which will make one a better citizen.
There should not be over two one-hour periods per week devoted
to physical education in schools.
Physical education situations are among the poorest for

...ing

friends.
. aging to a group, such as provided in team activitie.

a

.arable experience for

perse ,

There is not enough Value coming .rom physical education to

..s

40

justify the time consumed.
25, Physical education is an important subject in helping a person
gain and maintain all-round good health.
29. Physical education still makes worthwhile contributions to the
enrichment of living.
30 . ho definite beneficial results come from participation in

physical education activities.
31.

Students get all the physical exercise they need in just taking
care of their daily work.

35. Engaging in group physical education activities is desirable
for proper personality development.
33. *-11 who are physically able will profit from an hour of
physical education each day.
3 1 . Pnysical education activities tend to upset a person emotionally.

3:'. Physical education makes a valuable contribution toward building
up an adequate reserve of strength and endurance for everyday
living.
36 . For its contribution to mental and emotional well-bring, physical
education should be included in the program of every school.
37. Physical education tears down sociability by encouraging people
to attempt to surpass each other in many of the activities.
33.

7 would advise anyone who is physically able to take physical
education.

9.

rticipation in physical education activities makes for a more
volesome outlook on life.

U1

ho.

As far as inproving physical health is concerned, a physical
education class is a waste of tine®
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APPENDIX B

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN MEANS
DERIVED FROM UNGROUPED SCORES FROM LARGE SAMPLES

1935 and Principals Who Graduated In or After 1935
'
N= 81
H,- 159.136
■ 4■
*

M,=

l ■‘

161 .U65

S E ^ = STD

13.966
U .69

=

2.978

«

- F "
SE,^ = STD

“

12.7U5

"

1.673

-JIT
Difference Between Means = M^-Mg = 159.136-161.U6£

5Kdiff "

| SE2M 1+SE2M2

12.9782+1.6732

■

-1

■

4

=

4

"t" » Diff

|8.868+2.799

111.667
=2.329
3 T O

SEdiff
df= N-l

-- 80

"t" at the ,01 level =

2 . 6 )\

Not significant at .01 level

=

3.U16

-

.Ul6
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THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE INFERENCE BETE7EEN MEANS
DERIVED FROM UNGROTJPE’D EGORES FROM LARGE SAMPLES
ETliTEE''' Principals T.Titl a Maxir
1 Prl: .'--■pals Nitli

.of Bachelor of .Arts Degree

a iantrrxn. of Bachelor of Education

= 81

'l

"I

STD

8.932
OT72

= 2.002

13.870
“ 873o 7

=

1.638

Difference Between Means = 11-71 = l6l,6 - l60.Lj.lU = 1.286
oxr..

M SE

pL +SE?11

= r
l2.002‘-+l.6382

1U*008+2.7U9

» 2.399

=-$ 6.737

"t" = Biff = 1.286
II.,,..
2399
C tU JL

- .U93

df = N-I - 80
,01 level = 2.6li

‘■t .

Sicant at .01 level

TO

T:tS SIGNIFICANCE OF THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN MEANS
DERIVED FROM TOC-ROUPED SCORES FROM LARGE SAMPLES
BETWEE. Principals of Schools '

-h Enrollment Less Then 300

and Principals of Schools Nith Enrollment 300 or Over

N = 91
K

= 159.833

::n = : 62 . 22 k

S'
-J1

«’■

= STD
“

=

1U.913
6.U81

=

'TD

=

10.6U8
7.000

= 1.521

2.301

j N
Difference Between Means = M.-M* - 1 5 9 . 833-162.22U = 1.391
1 2
----“ « <

■

4

j se 2 e . + SE %

| 2 .3 0 1 2 + 1.5 2 12
’
=

■
"t» = Diff
S E ___

i
|
j 5 .2 9 5 + 2 .3 13

| 7.608
>1
= 1 .3 9 1
2775F

=
=

df = N-l = 90
"t!I at V01 level =2.63
Not significant at .01 level

. 50)4

2.758

TIE SIGNIFICANCE ON THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN MEANS
DERIVED FROM UNGROUPED SCORES FROM LARGE SAMPLES

BETWEEN

Supervising Principals and Non-supervising Principals

N =■ 53
IN =

162 „309

\ = 137.373
SE,t

=

STD

1 3 .3 9 1

lLi

7.1P-6
! TvT
if
y

SB,, = STD
11.631!.'.
X12
' 3.7U5
J
N
\i
Difference Between Means =
SI
'diff

SE^K+S^
1

y | 1 .8 0 6 2+2.027^

f 3.262+14.109

1
7 .3 7 1
-7" = Diff

=

U.73U

= 2 .7 1 3
=

1.7li.lt

SSdiff
df = M-l

=87

"t" at the .01 level = 2.63
Not significant at .01 level

THE SIGNIFICANCE 0? THE DIFFERENCE BST-JEEN MEANS
DERIVED FROM LITGROIJPPD SCORES FROM LARGE SAMPLES
~ E-JEER
it

Principals of Schools Pitch ~ .re Physical Education

to a Ka^lrnim of Seventy-Nine Minutes and Principals of

Schools "•Jith a IUnlTmxra of E5."hty ~i.rn.tes and Up

:: = 91
11 = 160.222
Mc = I 0O.98I
SE,,

= STD

1.

= STD

=

2.036

1.817

2

'ifference Between Means = M,-IL = 160.222-160,981
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2
S TPc-*rr
id iU •Ou *'v)

Jdif

U.l)-!.32+3.3012

7.U06

2.721
-tIT = SE

a±ii

= Diff

= .739

SJidiff
of = r-l =

2 * ;/21~
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;:t" at .01 level « 2.63
Tot significant at .01 level

= .279

- .739
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BUT.-JESN

Principals T-Tlio Snend No Time For Personal Recreation

Sports Activities and Principals Tfao Do Spend Some Time For
Personal

pLecreatlon Sports Activities

N = 78

lij = 1 5 9 .8 1 0
m2

S3,,

=

162.609
= STD

= 1 ^ .1 8 1

= 2,U9 o

6.083

10.858
6 .U03

=

1.696

Difference Between Means = I^-I^ » l59.8lO-l62.6o9 = 2.799
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.0*0 sign

^ at the .01 level

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN MEANS
DERIVED FROM UHGROUPED CHORES FROM LARGE SAMPLES

■■ETSfEEDI

Principals Mho Rc.':. ~i.'"

dp a t .cl in Varsity Sports

-ad Principals Mho Had Hot Partrxlpated in Varsity Sports.
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